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CPC: crime, policing & citizenship - overview



Crime is unevenly distributed in space and time

• Influenced by urban form

• Can be reconciled with offender decision processes

Citizens are changing
• Satisfaction varies significantly by time and location

• Confidence is dropping in some areas

• Consistent gap between perceived likelihood and actual prevalence of crime

Challenges in policing

Policing is changing

• Changing demands

• Severe resource constraint

• Increased availability of 
technology



Crime, Policing and Citizenship (CPC)
Space-Time Interactions of Dynamic Networks (www.ucl.ac.uk/cpc)

Aim: Combine spatio-temporal modelling and 
statistical analysis, machine learning with network 
theory to model the interactions between police 
activity, crime reporting, and public perception of 
the police…

…to help improve local and city-wide policing.

(EPSRC, £1.4M, April 2012 – June 2016)



Intelligent data-driven policing (our definition)

• Data-driven tools must be easy to use and translate 
straightforwardly into police action

- Prediction and modelling should be network-based

• Accuracy is paramount to improve police efficiency 

- A framework of accuracy evaluation is needed

• Optimal management & coordination of resources 

- Tools for senior officer (strategic planning) & frontline officers 
(patrolling) are needed

• The key role of feedback of policing strategies

- Methods & tools for evaluation and refinement are needed



Our approach

Multi-disciplinary 

• Geoinformatics; crime Sci, geography, computer Sci, mathematics

Complexity theories

• Integrated spatio-temporal thinking and modelling

• Network based representation and analysis

• Mix approaches of machining learning, statistical regression 
and agent-based simulation

Practical focus

• Close cooperation with Met Police Forces

• Test prototypes in MPS HQ



Data & Methods
Phase 1: Data Acquisition and Conflation

Policemen
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(F2)

CAD
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Understanding 

Society 

(F3)

Census 
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Phase 2: Space-Time Patterns of Individual Networks  

Police Movement  

(F2)

Q2: Police & Citizen 

(F2/F3)

Q3: Police Resources Allocation 
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N2: Police

Crime Patterns 
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Q1:Crime & Police 
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User Evaluation 

(whole team)

Data & Model Updating 
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Phase 5: A Web-base Platform for Dynamic Visualization and Simulation 

1 Month
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Knowledge Transfer 

(whole team) 

BCS 
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Phase 3: Interaction of Networks 
16Months

28 Months
Phase 4:  Policy Evaluation  
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Citizen Profiles 

(F3)

Q2: Citizen & Crime

(F3/F1)    

N3: Citizen 

Q3: Citizen Engagement
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Q3: Crime Intervention 
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MetP
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Online Courses/Software 

(whole team)

MPS UK Data Archives MfC



Crime CitizenshipPolicing

CPC has developed cutting edge algorithms for crime prediction 

Region basedGrid based Network based



the top 5% most risky units are highlighted 

Network-based prediction (Gabriel Rosser)

c) predictive ‘hit rates’ 

achieveda) network-based, and b) grid-based 



Accuracy evaluation (Monsuru Adepeju)

a. Case study of Camden and Chicago crimes 
dataset

b. Comparison of predictive accuracy 
over 20% area coverage (Camden)

c. Breakdown of performances of different predictive 
methods across different crime types for Camden case study

d. Complementarity



Crime CitizenshipPolicing

Analysing and modelling police vehicle routes 

(Kira Kempińska)
By comparing models with GPS vehicle data, we gain insight into the nature of the route selection 
criteria followed by officers.



Feedback - Supply vs demand   (Toby Davies)

Streets over-patrolled Streets under-patrolled

Crime CitizenshipPolicing



Evaluation - Behaviour and pattern analysis (Jianan Shen) 

Night Shift

Early Shift

Late Shift

①Underground 
Station
②Central Camden
③Underground 
Station
④Embassy Area

FP: Foot patrol 
officer
CSO: Community 
support officer
SO: Senior officer

FP

CSO

SO

Officer subgroup I Officer subgroup II

Officer subgroup III Officer subgroup IV



Crime CitizenshipPolicing

Simulating police officers for scenario investigation 

(Sarah wise)
A realistic agent-based simulation has been developed that models the actions of patrolling 
officers on real street networks in response to crimes.  This enables detailed scenario testing.



An Online Cooperative Patrol Strategy (Huanfa Chen)

Crime CitizenshipPolicing



Crime CitizenshipPolicing

Public confidence in the police using geodemographics
and key questions from the PAS (Chris Gale)



Small area estimation of public confidence using PAS  
(Dawn Williams)

Empirical public confidence levels Estimated and predicted public confidence levels
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mistakes

follow ups

personal 
experiences

others’ 
experiences

perceptions

misconceptions

accountability

caring

taking no 
action

code of 
conduct

talk more 
with 

community

visibility presence

look smart professional

honesty

stop and 
search

location 
of police 
stations

communication 
practices

geography

broken 
windows

Police Citizens

tools & 
technologies

Media

Crime

Trust & confidence in policing  - mental model approach
(Artemis Skarlatidou)



Policy Implications (CPC Report)

Policy Goal: improve public confidence in policing
To reappraisal of existing survey instruments, development of new ones, and 
greater efforts to explain methods and achieve ‘buy in’ from front line officers 

Policy Goal: reduce costs and improve efficiency (“do more for less”)
The prototype tools developed in CPC need to be completed and implemented as a 
viable operation products so that they can be widely adopted. 

Policy Goal: Crime reduction and prevention
To encourage frontline officers to accept the concept of intelligent patrol, and 
to use the network-based predictive maps to supplement their own experience 
of where and when it is best to patrol. 



Summary
• Policing is facing great challenges and opportunities. 

• A paradigm shift is required to capitalise on the value of Big Data for 
intelligent policing. 

• Intelligence is not only about prediction, but also how to act on it, and 
how to evaluate the action. 

• This requires behaviour change from senior and frontline officers in 
order to use the insights from police data, as part of wider adoption of 
evidence-based policing.

• Adoption of the tools developed here requires training, but also a 
greater openness to the core organising concepts of predictive policing. 

• The policy implications specifically set out here will benefit digital 
policing, not only in London, but in other large cities across the UK and 
beyond. 



“Even when British’s police 
forces use these tools, they 
do not use them well.”

“The trouble, …, was that 
police  were not going where 
Predpol told them to. ”

Low-tech or high-tech coppers? 



Integrated Tools for Intelligent Policing 


